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Executive summary

Retail and consumer goods (R&C) companies are in the midst of a transformation unlike any
before in their history. Although there have been times of disruption and competitive fervor in the
past, today’s R&C environment is marked by huge changes in technology, consumer preferences,
sales channels, marketing approaches, barriers to entry, and supply chain and logistics strategies.
No company in this sector can afford to ignore these massive shifts.
Indeed, it all fits under the umbrella of Industry 4.0 — and there are several steps that R&C
companies must consider when they confront the new landscape. In recent years, retail and
consumer goods companies focused primarily on digitizing their customer interface. Now, the
digital integration of the end-to-end value chain becomes a strategic priority. This includes
digitization of product and service offerings; developing innovative digital business models;
digitization and integration of supply chains; and adopting data and analytics as a core capability.
Implementation involves more than just designing a new strategy; corporate culture, management
approaches, role of IT, and innovation engines must be reexamined and often revamped.
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Digital technologies have evolved to
today’s tipping point
1990s

2000–15

2016–20 Today

2020+

Onset of
digitization

Disruptive digital
technologies

Industry 4.0

Digital
ecosystem

Ubiquitous digital products:
computers, digital cell phones

Smartphones

Universal Internet/Web
global platform

Digitized and automated
industrial processes

Vertical and horizontal integration
of digital operations across the
value chain

Flexible and integrated value
chain networks

New business-to-business
enterprises

Virtualized processes

Data analysis integrated with
customer insight, real-time
response, and operations

Industry collaboration as a
key value driver

Process automation

Digital functions (separate
from traditional IT)

Computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM)

Customer interface and
multichannel access

Common industrial protocol
(CIP) and other digital industrial
standards

Cloud computing

Expansion of computer
processing power

Fully developed Internet of
Things and services

Sensors, digital video
monitors, and early Internet
of Things (IoT)

Digital fabrication (including
3D printing) at industrial scale

Intelligent algorithms
(augmenting human decision
making and managing
continuous processes)

Online business models
(e.g., AOL, Amazon)

Virtualized customer interface

Industry 4.0 is a natural outgrowth of the third industrial revolution, which fully transformed the
nature of commerce in the second half of the 20th century with an array of computerization and IT
advances. It was a period of big changes for retail and consumer goods companies, marked by the
emergence of credit cards, back-office and warehouse automation, just-in-time supply chains, and
the first online business models.
Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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The business impact will increase noticeably
during the next few years
Estimated financial value added by digitization for a typical company

86%

24%

2014

80%

20%

2019

2014

2019

Horizontal impact

Vertical impact

Related to the value chain,
including suppliers, distributors,
other companies, and customers

Related to internal functions, such as
product development, purchasing, production,
and logistics, up and down the hierarchy

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Industry 4.o involves a holistic approach
to a company’s value chain
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Innovative
digital business
models

Industry 4.0
1.
Digitization of
product and
service offerings

3.
Digitization
and integration of
supply chains

4. Data and analytics
as core capability
Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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As customer expectations change . . .

Fast

Personal

“I want everything
immediately.”

“I like a company
that gets me.”

Entertaining

Seamless

“I don’t want
to be bored.”

“It all has to
work together.”

For R&C companies, Industry 4.0 promises to have
an even more encompassing impact. As customer
expectations change, retail and consumer goods
companies must begin to embrace the growing
digitization and interconnection of products,
business models, and value chains — all of which
will allow them to be agile and responsive to
consumer needs, maximize revenue, and reduce
costs and inventory.

Transparent
“I need to know exactly
what I’m buying.”

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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. . . retail and consumer goods companies
increasingly turn to Industry 4.0
Multichannel
integration

Customer
analytics

Personalized
supply chains

Micro-moments

Digital CRM

Product tracking
and transparency

Social
commerce
Digitally
integrated stores

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Multichannel offerings and the grocery sector
• One German grocery chain uses integrated multichannel offerings to combine online
and offline shopping

Manufacturing

• Customers switch easily between channels; the store and its online and smartphone
counterparts have the same look and feel
Distribution

• Hybrid business models add revenue and build customer loyalty:

Retail

Retail

Traditional
store

“Dark store”
(retail outlet used
exclusively for online
shopping)

online
order

Consumer

Conventional
retail

Scan
and shop

Click and
collect

Click and collect: Customers order online, and pick up their groceries at easy-to-reach
locations
Scan and shop: Customers scan product codes with their smartphones in the store, and the
goods are collected and delivered to their home; they pay through their online account
• Other grocers have a hard time competing because their systems are not integrated;
their “click and collect” offering involves long waits and problems with out-of-stock
items
The Industry 4.0 digital revolution is mobilizing a new type of R&C consumer, who wants
a seamless, fast, efficient shopping experience and who is looking for products that are
more personalized than ever before. For retailers, these preferences can be addressed
through multichannel offerings, a combination of an online and physical outlet shopping
experience with channels that consumers can switch between with ease, depending on
their schedule or preferences on any given day. In a multichannel environment, enhanced
product tracking and transparency lead to improved consumer services.

Source: Company websites; Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Product tracking and transparency lead
to new services
Increased customer focus on product quality
Increased customer focus on product quality
Premium quality becomes the new mainstream
Use of labels to indicate aspects of product quality

Customer engagement in product design process
Higher expectations for transparency in product supply
Digitally enabled end-to-end traceability of product journey
Additional product information (on ingredients, manufacturing, and product origin) digitally available at the point of sale
via smartphone apps (for example, ToxFox is an app released by a European not-for-profit group that identifies
endocrine-disrupting chemicals in foods, cosmetics, and other products)

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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New digital business models are emerging . . .

Personalized online fashion showrooms
Examples: Stylistpick, Modomoto, Zalon
Products are recommended by celebrities, bloggers, and stylists
Online fashion consulting (for example, at Zalon), taking into account shoppers’ particular interests

Platforms combining fitness and fashion
Example: Under Armour’s Connected Fitness platform
Help companies learn how athletes and other individuals use their products
Connected Fitness platform integrated with more than 500 devices and wearables

Established R&C companies that are slow to embrace Industry 4.0 face a growing number of new,
more digitally inclined competitors — and not all of them are pure-play online firms. It’s critical
that incumbent companies take this threat seriously and begin to develop their own unique
business models with multiple channels and end-to-end technology or they will find themselves
falling behind in revenue, customer, and earnings growth.

Source: Company websites; Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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. . . and companies need to adopt Industry 4.0
to compete
Example: Grocery, nutrition, foods
Grocery retail
and delivery

Delivery orders placed
only at grocery

Online order and
delivery service

Food
delivery service

Subscriptionbased delivery

Established pure
online player

Innovative online
business models

Local player

Traditional retailer/
incumbents

Source: Company websites; Strategy& analysis
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Digitization in consumer packaged goods
and retail integrates the entire supply chain
Smart site concept

Smart manufacturing,
engineering

Environment and resources

Vertical integration

Supplier and customer
integration

Predictive maintenance

Support, administration, and
place
Logistics and transportation
Innovation and technology
Operations and planning

Digital supply chain
Horizontally integrated planning
and execution

Digital procurement
Procurement value proposition

Logistics visibility

Digital category and service
procurement

Prescriptive analytics, decision
support, and social supply chain

Digital supply chain and supplier
management

Integrated digital engineering

Advanced warehousing and
logistics

Innovative procurement data
utilization

Digital manufacturing clone

Smart spare parts logistics

Digital processes and tools

Big data process optimization
Condition monitoring
Augmented reality

Organization and capabilities

Results: Increased agility and responsiveness, reduced cost and inventory

By digitizing the supply chain, R&C companies can connect all supply, logistics, and distribution
platforms to create a “single version of the truth” — that is, one set of data to be used for integrated
planning and execution across the organization and its partners. This essential facet of Industry
4.0 improves communication and efficiency throughout the supply chain’s critical areas of impact.

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Integrated planning and execution connects
all parts of the value chain
End-to-end integrated planning and execution platform
Integrated supply chain ecosystem. Information shared: demand, capacity, inventory

Supplier
network

Warehouses

Production

Distribution
center

Wholesale
distribution
center

Integrated planning and execution platforms connect all parts of the value chain

Retail
distribution
center

Retail
stores

End
customer

Retail
stores

• Metrics: One set of numbers shared across the value chain
• Operational execution: Companies share location, tracking, and transfer invoice information; automated replenishment and ordertaking systems; rapid problem identification and joint resolution
• Tactical planning: Companies share planning, scenarios, and forecast information, along with a collaborative sales and operations
planning process, and capable-to-promise checks across the entire value chain
• Strategic collaboration: Joint strategic volume and market planning; joint supply chain improvement activities
Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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How a dairy manages production and logistics
from cow to consumer
Sourcing regions

Dairies

Packaging and logistics

Customers

Optimized collection routes for the
delivery of milk to the local dairies

Automated packaging
management, with real-time data on
product and customer packaging
requirements

Warehouses near customers are
stocked to reflect a specific product
mix

Real-time product tracking and
dynamic route optimization

Tracking of milk batches, separated
transportation according to product
target

Automated, self-cleaning product
lines with sensor-based production
documentation

Logistics planning for semi-finished
dairy products to external locations
and dairies

Comprehensive quality tracking
from cow to shelf for cooling and
hygienic requirements

Automatic management of the
production and logistics network
based on the current capacities,
inventory in the distribution chain,
and sales forecasts

Dairy farms

Milk collection

Production

Regional
warehouses

Point
of sale

Consumer

Contract dairy

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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RFID systems track each product through
the supply chain
Benefits of this system:

Case example: RFID tracking in grocery retail
Field-level harvest
data collection

Time-stamp start
and completion of
harvest session

Track trailers on
arrival in the yard

• Real-time information about the flow of goods from the point
of origin to the consumer
• Event details: physical composition, manufacturing, and
serial numbers
• Transparency about factors like product origin

Track individual
bins/pallets/cartons
within cooling
facility/processing
plant and out to
supply chain

Time-stamp
produce entering
cooling facility/
processing plant

Pallets unloaded
and placed on
cooling tubes

• Improved delivery process visibility and availability status
• Links to the back-end business process structure (using ERP,
EMS, CRM, etc.)
One of the most important tools for an R&C company’s digitized
supply chain is end-to-end RFID tracking. The primary benefits
of an RFID system are the breadth of information available —
everything from physical composition to manufacturing status to
serial numbers — and the delivery process and availability
transparency it offers. Importantly, RFID data can be linked
directly or indirectly into back-end enterprise resource planning
(ERP), engagement management systems (EMS), or customer
relationship management (CRM). Through those systems,
RFID plays a pivotal role in supporting operations, customer
interactions and networking, and strategic analysis and planning.

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Procurement will evolve dramatically with
Industry 4.0
New procurement value proposition
Procurement as service provider to key suppliers and customers

Beyond 2020:
Digital procurement revolution

Monetization of field application data with suppliers

Digital category and
service procurement

Digital supply chain
and supplier management

Innovative
procurement data utilization

New categories
(software, hardware, new services)

Supplier risk management and key
performance indicators

Predictive market and supplier analysis

Innovative contracting of services

Integrated supply chain

Technologies, markets, suppliers

Supplier co-creation

Big data analytics

Field data analysis to improve
design and performance

2016–20:
Digital procurement evolution

Differentiated supply chains

Digital processes and tools

Through 2015:
Digital procurement
Organization and capabilities

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Industry 4.0 enables incumbents to adapt
smart distribution networks
Smart distribution network

Local
warehouse

Personal
courier

Internal
distribution

Suppliers

Warehouse
Third-party
distribution
Third-party
suppliers

Last-mile
delivery:

Regional
distribution hub

Postal
delivery

Delivery to
pickup point

• A smart distribution network that supports the business
model set up around the customer needs to adapt to a high
degree of complexity
• Sophisticated business processes are required to handle
network complexity and to give customers maximum
flexibility in last-mile delivery (to the home or person)
• Marketplace models and drop shipments will become
increasingly relevant; shipment routes will be more complex
In an Industry 4.0 environment, R&C companies must put
sufficient resources into developing adaptable distribution
networks that make products available to consumers when they
want them and offer maximum flexibility in last-mile delivery
options. In considering fresh, nimbler distribution models, R&C
companies should weigh the value of innovative ideas — such as
crowdsourced distribution networks — that are changing the
look of logistics.

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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New forms of crowdsourced distribution
networks

• Private individuals take over last-mile deliveries for established players by picking up
the order at the service point and delivering it to the private address
• Customers will decide how much to spend on shipping in advance; the individual who
delivers the parcel gets paid a small fee in compensation
• Major shipping companies and ride-share services are becoming participants in this
type of service

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Information systems’ architectures have to
evolve to fulfill requirements for Industry 4.0
Current IT architecture

New information architecture

Analytics and application management

Reporting

Analytics
reporting
(self-service)

Data enrichment
Extract, transform, load

Online
transaction
processing
(OTP)

Enterprise
resource
planning

Data quality

Customer
relationship
management

Line of
business
(LOB)

Collaboration
(internal/external)

Application
platform
services

Search and
control

Relational
(SMP and
MPP)

Nonrelational
(Hadoop)

Analytics
services

Streaming
data

External data
integration

Data enrichment
Extract, transform,
load

Data quality

OLTP

Bots

ERP

CRM
LOB

Master data
management
Web

Devices

Video/audio
Sensors

Social

Box

Data management

Appliance

Analytical

Box

Relational (symmetric
multiprocessing — SMP)

Infrastructure

Data management

Identity and security management

Business intelligence and analytics

Cloud

Cloud-based service model

Infrastructure

Traditional data warehouse

Data providers

– Monolithic architecture focused on internal services

– Support of modern workloads (e.g., big data, social analytics)

– Limited collaboration

– Constant, multidimensional interaction with customers, vendors, and smart devices

– Limited scalability

– Scalable to support future growth

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Industry 4.0 will revolutionize retail and
consumer goods

• Multichannel offerings will require advanced real-time
in-store inventory management capabilities
• End-to-end transparency will show availability while
reducing safety stock at the same time
• Real-time information and predictive analytics will elevate
planning and allocation to the next level
• Horizontal integration will drive down costs to handle
complex supply chain networks

For R&C companies, the challenges of Industry 4.0 are
significant. Multichannel offerings will require advanced realtime in-store inventory management capabilities and end-to-end
transparency on product availability, along with the reduction of
safety stock. Seamless channel integration will depend on
convenient and cost-efficient last-mile delivery, and real-time
information and predictive analytics will elevate planning and
allocation to the next level. Successful companies will see this
transformative period as an opportunity to both grow revenue
and profits in the short term and redesign their organizations for
the next industrial revolution in the long term.

• Seamless channel integration will depend on convenient and
cost-efficient last-mile delivery
• Transparency on quality and origin will help companies to
differentiate in market and fulfill consumer demands

Source: Strategy& analysis
Strategy&
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Strategy& is a global team of practical
strategists committed to helping you seize
essential advantage.
We do that by working alongside you to
solve your toughest problems and helping
you capture your greatest opportunities.

These are complex and high-stakes
undertakings — often game-changing
transformations. We bring 100 years of
strategy consulting experience and the
unrivaled industry and functional
capabilities of the PwC network to the
task. Whether you’re charting your

corporate strategy, transforming a
function or business unit, or building
critical capabilities, we’ll help you create
the value you’re looking for with speed,
confidence, and impact.
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of firms in 157 countries with more than
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